Aspects of modern information systems are challenging computational and statistical analysis and are of dynamic complexity, high dimensionality, and inherent stochasticity. We outline the use of geometric methods to provide information neighbourhoods for data visualization and monitoring of algorithms, and dynamics of stochastic behaviour trajectories. Geometrization of models of real phenomena give valuable insights through features that are invariant under the choice of coordinate representation. Here we look at computational aspects relating to the study of real problems, avoiding mathematical details.
Introduction
Aspects of modern information systems that have come to the fore and challenged computational and statistical analysis have been dynamic complexity, high dimensionality and inherent stochasticity. Recent themes for information reuse and integration highlighted by IRI Keynote speakers have included uncertain computation [33] , and anomaly detection in the context of privacy protection [3] .
By 2013, the annual worldwide internet protocol (IP) traffic is predicted to be a zettabyte (2 70 ∼ 10 21 bytes) for which 90% of consumer IP traffic and 60% of mobile IP traffic will be video. Digital cameras are merging with smart phones, and visual computing applications for computational photography and augmented reality applications are developing rapidly [21] , frequently based on information geometric representation and optimization methods.
Geometrization of models of real phenomena have long been known to give valuable insights because of the established value of analytic geometric features, such as parallelism, perpendicularity, curvature and geodesic curves that are invariant under the choice of coordinate representation. In information geometry this corresponds to the invariance of measure functions of probability distributions under changes of parameters. Moreover, the interest of geometers is stimulated to take interest in novel applications because these have sometimes pointed to new developments in the geometrical structures available.
In the context of information reuse and integration, the underlying resource of information theory within information geometry brings its own important concepts that mirror corresponding ones in the physical theory of statistical mechanics; foremost among these is entropy (ie the 'mean log probability density') and its relation to maximum likelihood methods for model optimization. Here we outline the methodology of using information geometry to provide natural neighbourhoods that respect the intrinsic geometry of the space of states, for visualization and monitoring of algorithms, and dynamics of stochastic behaviour trajectories.
It is worth noting that the software available at CGAL [10] is successful for identifying implementation issues of computational geometry methods. Additionally, the jMEF library package [17] , is a Java library to create, process and manage mixtures of exponential families of probability density functions.
Extracting and using data from large sets
Extracting and using rich information from massive data sets is a serious challenge. Visual data abounds, so computer vision and computer graphics are increasingly relying on machine learning and information-theoretic methods. Computational information geometry effectively performs high-fidelity data analysis using the language and invariant features of geometry [24, 25] . This allows mapping of the data in a suitable space for efficient processing and retrieval of intrinsic information using coordinate-free operations on the data.
The geometrization of statistics has provided novel algorithms for manipulating statistical models such as Gaussian mixture models [23, 28] that are commonly used in image processing. An image pixel at position (x, y) with colour attributes (red, green, blue) is embedded into a 5D space so that a 2D colour image is interpreted as a 5D spatial point cloud. We then seek a compact generative statistical representation of the image point set. Such statistical methods are useful for explaining human cognitive and learning skills [29] , and analyzing emerging phenomena of complex systems using hierarchical Bayesian models.
In many real world problems we encounter high dimensionality in large data sets and often do not have the luxury of knowing the optimal net probability density function family for the features represented in the data. A fundamental problem in the identification of probability densities from large multidimensional data sets, that of efficient dimensionality reduction, was addressed by Carter and his co-workers [6, 7, 8, 9] . They used information geometry to obtain nearest neighbor distances by means of geodesic estimates subordinate to a Fisher information metric.
This method takes account of the true curved geometry of the data set, rather than displaying as uncurved in a Euclidean geometry cf. [7] , Figure 3 .2. The significance is that the non-obvious global topology of frequency connectivity in the data is revealed by the geodesics. An illustration using router traffic on the Abilene network showed how anomalous behaviour unseen by local methods could be picked up through dimensionality changes cf. [7] , Figure  3 .10. Moreover, in document classification, the information metric approach outperforms standard Principal Component Analysis and Euclidean embeddings [6] , and it outperforms traditional approaches to video indexing and retrieval with real world data [11] . Such information geometric methods could extend to anomaly detection using large sample size data sets derived from an underlying probability distribution in which the parameterization is unknown. A comparison of relevant information theoretic measures that are intrinsic to information geometry can be found in [18] .
An important problem in naval studies is the extraction and analysis of seasonal information from large data sets of wave height measurements obtained by satellite observations. A new approach based on information geometrical techniques has yielded useful results [16] . Such methods lend themselves to automated algorithms to optimize efficiency. New information geometric methods have established an efficient novel foundation for radar Doppler signal processing [2] .
Inspired by brain research, a currently important topic in machine learning is the study of how a machine is capable of handling huge flows of environmental information. The support vector machine [30, 31] uses a kernel structure where information is embedded in a very high (possible infinite) dimensional manifold. The kernel function provides a Riemannian metric and conformal transformation improves its utility. The natural gradient is an excellent method of learning which uses the Riemannian structure and this is applied not only to the cognition systems but also to rein- forcement learning (policy natural gradient).
The boosting method [20] integrates various weak cognition machines to obtain a strong machine where information geometry is proved to play a fundamental role. Information is represented sparsely in the brain in order to save energy as well as to improve its behaviour. Sparse signal processing (compressed sensing) is another hot topic in the signal processing community, with many applications [5, 15] . Information geometry again plays the role of integrating various methods of approach from different fields.
Molecular biologists have large data sets of amino acid sequences. We analysed [4] for each of the 20 amino acids X, the statistics of spacings between consecutive occurrences of X within the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome, from 6294 protein chains with sequence lengths up to n = 4092. The spacing distributions were well approximated by gamma distributions. Intuitively, with 20 types of amino acids distributed at different abundances along a protein chain, it might be expected that some would be more clustered (κ < 1) and others to be more evenly spread (κ > 1) compared to a Poisson process-which latter case would have exponential spacings and κ = 1. In fact none of the amino acids was distributed with such a low variance, all clustered and so had greater variance than would result from a Poisson process. Figure 1 illustrates the information distance in the space of gamma distributions for amino acids along the protein chains, measured from the Poisson case (κ = 1) at the grand mean value µ = 18. This revealed and quantified an important qualitative property: a universal self-clustering that is stable over long sequences for these amino acids.
Processes nearly Poisson or nearly uniform
We consider here in some more detail the simple situation when we know that sampling information from a system is well-enough represented by a given family of probability density functions. In particular we illustrate with the case of being in the information geometric sense 'near' to a Poisson process or to a uniform process, which situations are extremely common in many applications. In the sequel we review some information geometric methods that have been successful in the computational procedures developed to study real world problems.
In some situations of interest to those concerned with information systems, high dimensionality and stochasticity may be made sufficiently tractable for some, possibly 'quick and dirty', decision making by reduction through projection onto cruder but general models that have had generic applicability over a wide range of applications. There are certain general theorems that enable interpretation of perturbative behaviour around target patterns, such as Poisson or uniform states, by using geometrical methods and particularly relevant in such cases are the following properties of information neighbourhoods. Figure 3 . Entropy function for the gamma family of distributions with entropy gradient flow and integral curves as a surface. On the surface, the dashed asymptote at κ = 1 is the exponential case of maximum disorder.
Theorem 3.1 For independent positive random variables with a common probability density function f, having independence of the sample mean and the sample coefficient of variation is equivalent to f being the gamma distribution.
Theorem 3.2 Every neighbourhood of a Poisson process
contains a neighbourhood of processes subordinate to gamma probability density functions. Theorem 3.3 Every neighbourhood of a uniform process contains a neighbourhood of processes subordinate to loggamma probability density functions.
Poisson processes have exponentially distributed voids between events and exhibit maximal disorder. The importance of the gamma family of distributions lies in their inclusion of the exponential distributions, which are in 1-to-1 correspondence with Poisson processes. Figure 2 illustrates Theorem 3.1 by showing an affine immersion in Euclidean space of the curved surface (i.e. a Riemannian 2-manifold) G of gamma probability density functions, together with a tubular neighbourhood of the curve κ = 1 which contains all exponential distributions. Another important associated family is that of the log-gamma distributions, Figure 4 , which contains the uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1]; its information neighbourhoods are characterized by Theorem 3.3. Figure 4 shows part of a parametrized surface of log-gamma probability density functions for random variable a ∈ [0, 1] and some particular members including the uniform distribution. Proofs are given for Theorem 3.1 in eg. [14] and for Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 in [1] , together with illustrative applications and several more theorems.
The entropy gradient curves give standard reference trajectories through the family of density functions and may be . This surface coincides with the uniform density P 0 (a) = 1 at τ = 1, and tends to the delta function as τ → ∞. The lower panel shows some particular density functions including the uniform distribution with τ from 0.2 to 2 in steps of 0.2. Note that the parameter τ controls the shape of the graph and for τ = 1 we have P 0 (a) = 1. Figure 5 . An affine immersion in Euclidean space of the curved surface of log-gamma probability densities on [0, 1], which includes the uniform distribution as the special case with parameters ν = 1, τ = 1. The black curves in the surface represent the log-gamma distributions with ν = 1 and τ = 1, respectively and the spherical neighbourhood is centred on their intersection. The other two points are for the two cases (ν = 0.1, τ = 0.289) and (ν = 2.75, τ = 2.24) cf. Figure 7 viewed as the natural random degeneration process; other trajectories would have external constraints other than increase of entropy controlling their evolution. Figure 3 shows the integral curves starting from different initial gamma distributions of the entropy gradient in the space of gamma distributions; there the unconstrained disordering means that the asymptote coincides with the exponential distribution, when the standard deviation equals the mean and we have maximal entropy (and hence maximal disorder). Information geometry provides the correct measures of 'information distance' along or between such trajectories, and along any other arbitrary curves, and it defines parallelism and perpendicularity as well as minimal distance curves (geodesics).
Illustrating Theorem 3.3, Figure 5 shows a spherical neighbourhood in Euclidean space centred on the point at the uniform density on [0, 1] in the curved surface representing all log-gamma distributions, which includes the uniform density. The other two points are at (ν = 0.1, τ = 0.289) and (ν = 2.75, τ = 2.24) for different log-gamma densities also having mean value 1 2 . Figure 6 shows the graph of log-gamma entropy as a surface over the parameter space, and as a contour plot with entropy gradient vector field indicated; the main curvature occurs near the origin and the uniform distribution is at ν = 1, τ = 1.
It would be interesting to explore several common families of probability density functions, such as Gaussian, logGaussian, gamma, log-gamma, as models for the distribution of features governing unreliability in the uncertain computation calculus of Z-numbers [33] . There, information geometry may have a role in representing some standard scenarios for comparison with observed cases.
Degeneration of order
Sometimes the stochastic degeneration of order is constrained by conditions in the model and then the process tends to a lower than maximal entropy. Heating a crystalline structure is an example of a class of stochastic phenomena that involves the degeneration of a structure from more orderly to less orderly, through an external application of disruptive statistical influences. Here there is what might be called a constrained degeneration into disorder, where the constraints are the structural rules that define the material.
The degeneration of crystal order was simulated [19] through perturbations of the simple 3D cubic crystal lattices (SC, BCC, FCC) by an increasing spatial Gaussian noise applied to vertices; the perturbing spatial noise intensity corresponds to a lattice temperature. The statistical parameters of the evolving changes were analyzed through those of the (convex) cells in the Voronoi tessellations, optimal partitions of the space from the given set of generating vertices of the structure. In all cases the gamma distribution was an excellent model for the observed probability density functions of all metric properties. With increasing noise, quite quickly the three tessellations became indistinguishable. With intense noise they all converged to the 3D Poisson-Voronoi tessellations, for which exact analytic results are known. This illustrated the rapid degeneration of crystallinity from κ ∼ ∞ for perfect crystalline structures to much lower values as the noise increased [14] , meanwhile the mean size of Voronoi cells reduced only by some ten percent.
Instead of the perturbation of a crystal lattice, an information transport network graph-possibly dynamicwould have suitably defined edge values representing priority, speed or importance. That may be perturbed by a malicious attack or local failure which needs discrimination from white noise perturbations. Then the structural constraints include the connectivity topology and possibly entropy conditions on transfer efficiences.
Inhomogeneous dynamical changes
Dynamics of information systems that are subject to stochastic influence can be represented at the simplest level by inhomogeneous rate processes in which different cohorts in the population are affected at different rates, such models can represent evolutionary processes when the decline of unfitness is present in the net population, or epidemic processes when the infection induces a decline in the population of unaffected individuals. Figure 7 illustrates the decline in values of mean and variance when three different initial distributions are subjected to an inhomogeneous rate process.
Models of epidemics in inhomogeneous populations have disease transmission susceptibilities and infectivities that vary within the population, so we have an inhomogeneous stochastic rate process and this admits interesting representation through information geometric methods. A family of bivariate gamma distributions was used [14] to model an epidemic process using data from the SARS outbreak, involving a pair of correlated random variables representing latency and infectivity. This provided an analytic solution which correctly represented the observed effect that increased variability in latency increases the epidemic growth rate whereas increased variability in infectivity decreases the epidemic growth rate. for the cases τ = 0.289, ν = 0.1 (lower graph), τ = 2.24, ν = 2.75 (upper graph), and the uniform density P 0 (a) = 1 for τ = ν = 1. The lower panels show the decline with time of the mean E t (a) and variance σ 2 t (a) under an inhomogeneous rate process starting from these initial densities.
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